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This paper describes experiments which determine that for barely perceptible inter- 
ference, an interfering FM signal in the passband of an  AM-VSB television channel 
should have an average power level from 37 to 48 dB below the sync peak average 
power of the AM-VSB signal, at  the AM receiver input. Conversely, an AM-VSB 
interfering signal should have a sync peak average power level from 16 to 26 dB 
below the average power of the FM signal, a t  the FM receiver input. The experi- 
mental results a r e  used to ovaluate frequency-sharing between an FM transmitter 
in synchronous orbit and an AM-VSB television system on earth. 
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BUWEEN FM AND AM-VSB TELEVISION TRANSMISSION S Y S T W S  
by Edward F. M i l l e r  and  Royce W. M y h r e  
Lewis Research Cente r  
SUMMARY 
Laboratory tes ts  of co - channel interference on amplitude and frequency modulated 
television transmission systems were conducted to  determine the interference that exists 
when an FM television system is operated a t  the same frequencies as an  AM-VSB tele- 
vision station. Tests were conducted for  both the FM signal interfering on AM reception, 
and the AM signal interfering on FM reception. Results of these tests  indicate that for  
barely perceptible interference, an interfering FM signal in the passband of an  AM-VSB 
television channel should have an  average power level from 37 to 48 dB below the sync 
peak average power of the AIvI-VSB signal, at the AM receiver input. Conversely, an 
AM-VSB interfering signal should have a sync peak average power level from 16 to  26 dB 
below the average power of the FM signal, a t  the FM receiver input. 
The results of these experimental tes ts  a r e  then used to evaluate frequency-sharing 
between an  FM transmitter in synchronous orbit and an AM-VSB television system on 
earth. The signal coverage patterns for  each system a r e  calculated for  the a r e a  sur-  
rounding the te r res t r ia l  transmitter.  The analysis indicates that the satellite transmitted 
FM signal can be received interference f ree  over most of its target a rea .  The AM-VSB 
signal can be received interference f ree  over i ts  principal coverage a rea ,  but interfer- 
ence is produced near the radio horizon of the AM transmitter.  
INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the results of experiments to determine the cri ter ia  for  fre-  
quency sharing between frequency modulated (EN)  television signals and amplitude mod- 
ulated television signals with vestigial sidebands (AM-VSB). The experiments described 
determine the relative power ratios a t  the inputs to  the FM and Bna-WB receivers, when 
the interference caused by the unwanted signal is just barely percelptible, These results 
a r e  used to emluate the possibilities for frequency sk~aring b e b e e n  geostationary sate%- 
lites transmitting PM television signals and ter res t r ia l  t e l e~s io ra  stations broadcasting 
A&!- VSB television signals. 
The question of frequency s h r i n g  a r i ses  because of the nearly total oecuwncy of the 
communications frequency spectruin. Analysis of television transmission from geosta- 
tionary satellites shows that certain ca r r i e r  frequencies a r e  technically o r  economically 
optimum. However, because of the many demands for  frequency allocations, these opti- 
mum frequencies a r e  already being used for  other types of communie;b.tions. Frequency 
sharing between satellites and other users  would allow dual use of the frequency spectrum 
and would accommodate both services. 
One of the frequency bands that is technically admntageous for  satellite television 
transmission is the upper UHF band (7 10 to 890 MHz). The use of a satellite downlink f re-  
quency in this band would insure maximum frequency compatibility with existing UHF 
television sets .  However, use of these frequencies may cause objectionable interference 
to  existing UHF ter res t r ia l  television stations. S imihr ly ,  frequencies near 2. 5 gig%- 
hertz a r e  technically advantageous for FM television "cansmission from satellites in that 
the satellite system components at 2 . 5  gigahertz a r e  near optimum in s ize ,  weight, and 
power requirements. But again, there is the potential for  interference with an existing 
service since the frequencies 2. 500 to 2.680 gigahertz a r e  allocated to instructional 
television in the United States. 
In both the frequency bands mentioned, 1510 to 890 megahertz and 2.500 to 2.680 giga- 
hertz, the transmission format of the existing ter res t r ia l  television services is AIV6-VSB. 
For  many projected applications of television satellites, a frequency modulated transmis- 
sion format results in reduced satellite size, weight, and power. Thus, the situations 
of a satellite t ransmsted FM signal interfering upon an AINT - VSB ter res t r ia l  television 
station, and vice versa,  a r e  rea l  possibilities and a r e  worthy of experimea~t and analysis 
to determine the prospects for frequellcy sharing. 
The problems of co-channel and adjacent channel interference between AIV6-VSB tele- 
vision stations have been thoroughly measured and analyzed, and the results  have been 
formalized into recommendations and reports of the @C%R (hternational Radio Consulta- 
tive Committee; refs. 51 and 2). The case of mutual interference between F M  and AM- 
WB television signals has not yet been treated. Within the existing recommendations 
for M - V S B  operation, there a r e  requirements for  e lk ina t ing  the interference between 
the FM sound subcarrier  of one station, and the ANd-VSB video signal of another station. 
These requirements a r e  not applicable to  the case of mutual interference between FTd 
end AN6-VSB television signals because of the following two reasons. 
(1) In the case of the m - V S B  signal interfering on the FM sound, the aural  inter- 
ference is evalmted by listening. Since our senses of hearing and sight have dgferent 
dynamic ranges, preept ion  thresholds, and difference limens, tihe results scan not be 
?irectly transferred., 
(2) In the ease of FM sound interference on M - V S B  video and color information, 
the situation is narrow band FM (50 kHz) interfering on wideband (4. 5 MHz) m - V S B ,  
This results in only a portion of the composile M - V S B  s igml  being disrupted a t  one 
time. 
The situation with video on both modulation types is wideband FM (20 to 40 MHz) 
interfering on wideband M - V S B  (4 .5  MHz). With both wideband signals, the EPd signal 
can simultaneously interfere with the luminance, chrominance, and audio portions of the 
AIVI-VSB composite signal. Thus, the case of mutual interference of FM and AM-VSB 
television signals is not covered by available data, and experimental analysis is required 
to  determine the possibilities of joint usage of the limited frequency spectrum available. 
Laboratory tes ts  conducted a t  Lewis Research Center have experimentally deter- 
mined the relative power levels that produce barely perceptible mutual interferences be- 
tween an F'M television signal and an AM-VSB television signal. These tests  indicate: 
(1) the effect of FM transmission on reception of the AM-VSB signal, and (2) the effect 
of ANI-VSB transmission on the reception of the FM signal. 
The AM-VSB source is the signal of a ter res t r ia l ,  commercial television broad- 
casting station; and the FM source is a video modulated 2.25-gigahertz FM signal. A 
laboratory oscillator and a mixer translate the frequencies as required for  the different 
interference tests .  The content of the AM-VSB transmissions used in the tes ts  is the 
range of color programming available from daytime television programs. The FM pro- 
gram material used includes tes t  slides, electronically generated tes t  signals, and off- 
the-air programming from an alternate television station. The peak-to-peak frequency 
deviation used for all the FM signals is 18 megahertz from white to sync peak. The 
judgment of barely perceptible interference is determined by subjective evaluation of the 
video display as the interfering signal is swept across the spectrum of the desired signal. 
In appendix B of the paper, mathematical models of typical receiving systems for  
simultaneous reception of PM and AM-VSB signals a r e  developed using the results  of the 
laboratory tests  and the characteristic data of standard parabolic receiving antennas. 
Signal coverage patterns a r e  then derived for simultaneous Ail4 and FM television cover- 
age over a given ter res t r ia l  viewing a r e a  in the vicinity of the AIM-VSB transmitting sta-  
tion. These signal coverage patterns indicate areas  of simultaneous AM and FM recep- 
tion, AM reception only, FM reception only, and no AM o r  FM reception due to the co- 
channel interference. Signal coverage patterns a r e  presented for  transmission frequen- 
c ies  at L-band, S-band, and X-band. 
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 
Laboratory experiments to determine the FM interference on an ANI signal and the 
AJA interference on an FIU signal a r e  described, The first experiment establishes the 
FM and M - V S B  relative power levels that cause only barely perceptible visual inter- 
ference at the output of the m - V S B  receiver. The second experiment establishes the 
relative power levels that cause only barely prcept ib le  interference a t  the output of the 
FM receiver. 
For these experiments, barely perceptible interference is  defined in the following 
ways : 
(1) Video interference is judged barely perceptible when the interference is s o  slight 
that any change in power level o r  ca r r i e r  frequency offset which would diminish the inter- 
fering effect of the unwanted signal would cause the interference to  beconae imperceptible 
to the viewer. 
Alternately, 
(2) Barely perceptible video interference i s  the lowest interference level such that, 
once the viewer notices the presence of interference, he cannot deny its existence. 
The barely perceptible criterion does not attempt to  evaluate the annoying effect of the 
interference. It only establishes the threshold of perceptibility. 
The following sections describe the two interference experiments. 
FM Transmiss ion In te r fe r i ng  o n  AM-VSB Reception 
The block diagram of the experiment for determining the interference caused by the 
FM signal is shown in figure 1. The desired AM-VSB signal is off-the-air programming, 
60-66 MHz Coupler tuner  
Spectrum 
oscillator 
2.31 GHz 
Figure 1. - Block diagram of experiment with FM signal interfer ing on AM-VSB signal. 
channel 3 (60 to 66 MHz), received by a high-gain, roof-mounted antenna. The frequency 
s p e c t r m  of this signal is  shown in figure 2.  The interfering FM signal is obtained by 
Figure 2. - AM-VSB television signal spectrum. 
18 MHz 
Figure 3. - FM television signal spectrum. 
modulating a 2 .2  5-gigahertz FM transmitter with the baseband NTSC (National Television 
Systems Committee) television signal without the audio subcarrier .  The frequency spec- 
trum of a typical FM signal i s  shown in figure 3.  The mixer translates the F'M signal down 
to the frequency of the M - V S B  channel, and the attenuator following the mixer controls 
the power level of the FM signal reaching the m - V S B  receiver. The FM and BM-VSB 
signals a r e  coupled together and fed to the tuner input. The output video signal is dis - 
played on the TV monitor. The spectrum analyzer is  used to establish the relative aver- 
age power levels of the FM and AM-VSB signals and to determine the frequency separation 
between the two ca r r i e r  frequencies. 
Figure 4. - Equipment diagram of experiment w i th  FM signal interfer ing on AM-VSB signal. 
The detailed equipment set-up for the FM interfering on AM-VSB experiment is  shown 
in figure 4, and the procedures followed a r e  given in appendix A. From appendix A, the 
power ratio RAM/FM is defined by the following equation. 
The experiment determines RAM/FM for barely perceptible interference, as a func- 
tion of the difference between the car r ier  frequencies of the FM and M - V S B  transmission 
systems. Repetitions of the experiment using video inputs of electronically generated test 
signals,  35-millimeter color test  slides, and off -the-air programming, provide curves of 
Rszn/r/m versus frequency for  the range of potential subject matter for FM television 
programming, The results of these experiments a r e  presented and discussed in the sec-  
tion '?Results and Discussion?'. 
AM-VSB Transmiss ion In te r fe r i ng  o n  FM Reception 
The block diagram of the experiment for determining the interference caused by the 
ANI-VSB signal is shown in figure 5. The same basic approach is used in this experiment 
40 MHz 
1 %:"'I 
2 25 GHz 
1 2.29 GHz 
Figure 5. - Block diagram ef experiment w i th  AM-VSB signal in te r fe r ing  on  FM signal. 
as in the FM interfering on AM experiment, except that the roles of the AM-VSB signal 
and the FM signal a r e  interchanged, The desired FM signal is obtained by modulating the 
2.25-gigahertz FM transmitter with the baseband video signal composed of the NTSC 
standard luminance and chrominance signals. The FM spectrum for  a typical video input 
is shown in figure 3. The interfering AM-VSB signal i s  obtained by frequency translating 
to  2.25 gigahertz a commercial VHF television channel. The variable attenuator follow- 
ing the mixer is used to control the power level of the interfering AM-VSB signal, The 
major features of the AM-VSB spectrum a r e  shown in figure 2. The FM and the AM-VSB 
signals at 2.2 5 gigahertz a r e  coupled together and fed to the FM receiver. The output 
video signal is displayed on the TV monitor. The spectrum analyzer is  used to establish 
the relative average power levels of the FM and AM-VSB signals and to determine the f re-  
quency separation between the two carr ier  frequencies. 
The detailed experimental test set up for  AIM interference on FM as shown in figure 6 
is more complex than that required for  the alternate FM on A.M tests .  The additional com- 
Attenuator  C I 
Figure 6. - Equipment diagram of experiment w i th  AM-VSB signal i n te r fe r ing  o n  FM signal. 
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ence during the sync portion of the unwanted signal i s  visible during the picture portion of 
the wanted signal. This provides a more noticeable interfering condition than when the 
syncs a r e  locked but a r e  not displaced. 
During the FIN interfering on .AM-VSB experiment the output signal-to-noise ratio of 
the AM system, with no interference, was approximately 43 dB, where the signal-to-noise 
ratio is defined as the ratio of the white to blanking voltage divided by the r m s  noise volt- 
age in 4. 5 megahertz bandwidth. In the other experiment, AM-VSB interfering on FM, 
the output signal-to-noise ratio in the FM system was approximately 44 dB, The signal- 
to-noise ratios in both cases do not include noise weighting. 
In both the FM interfering on AM and the AM interfering on FM experiments, the 
AM-VSB signal was off-the-air programming from a commercial broadcast station. The 
subject matter ranged from fairly stationary scenes, such as views of the panel on a quiz 
program, to action sequences with rapid scene changes, a s  contained in some commer- 
cials, The FM television signal was one of the four stationary scenes,  (shown in fig. 7), 
( a )  K i t c h e n  scene. ( b )  G i r l  slide. 
( c )  Color  bars. ( d )  W h i t e  window. 
F igure  7. - S t i l l  subjects used as FM t r a n s m i t t e r  video inpu ts .  
o r  off-the-air programming different f rom that used f o r  the ANI-VSB signal, The kitchen 
scene and the g i r l  slide a r e  35 millimeter color tes t  slides projected into a color tele- 
vision camera,  The color bar  picture i s  the standard, electronically generated, split 
color ba r  pattern with the s ix saturated colors and gray,  white, black, I, and $ signals.  
The white window pattern has a white rectangle on a black background with a sin2 pulse 
preceding the window, No color subcar r ie r  is present in  this  signal. 
Three viewers were used to judge the interferences as barely perceptible, They were 
a n  electronics technician and the two authors.  Only one viewer was used fo r  the complete 
range of values of RAM/FM O r  R ~ ~ / ~  fo r  each video input to the FM t ransmit ter .  
Each viewer was found to be consistent in h is  judgments both with himself and the other 
two viewers. Most of the data taken is based upon interference evaluations made by the 
electronics technician, 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Following the experimental procedures described in the previous sections,  the power 
ra t ios  RAIVI/FM and R FM/AM f o r  barely perceptible visual interference a r e  deter- 
mined as functions of the c a r r i e r  frequency offset. An interference power ratio of this  
kind i s  usually re fer red  to  as a "protection ratio", the ratio of the wanted to  the unwanted 
signal power.  RAM/^^ is the AM-VSB television protection ratio against FM television 
interference, for barely perceptible interference. Similarly, RFM/AM is  the FM tele- 
vision protection rat io  against AM- VSB television interference, for barely perceptible 
interference. The resul ts  of the experiments a r e  presented as curves of the protection 
rat ios  versus ca r r i e r  frequency offset. 
Results for FM Interfering on AM-VSB 
The AM-VSB protection rat ios  determined for  barely perceptible interference a r e  
shown in figures 8(a) and (b) f o r  the five different video inputs to the FM transmit ter .  
The shapes of the curves can be understood by considering how the FM signal produces 
interference in the AM-VSB receiver.  The AM-VSB receiver will have a spurious output 
whenever the instantaneous frequency of the FM signal l ies  within the passband of the 
AM-VSB receiver.  At any instant of t ime,  the frequency of the spurious output is equal to 
the  frequency difference between the AM c a r r i e r  and the instantaneous value of the FM 
c a r r i e r .  
The solid curve on figure 8(a) shows the AM-VSB protection ratio determined f o r  
barely perceptible interference with the white window as the interfering FM signal,  The 
----?------ Whi te  wrndow o n  FM $ysteri? 
- -3-- - ;ass o n  FIM systeii i  
-----i* Ki tchen  scene o n  FM i!istenl 
---- -C3- - G i r l  slide o n  FM s!~stelli 
---0--- Off- the-a i r  programming o f ]  
r FM % y s i e ~ l ~  
-VSB c a r r i e r  frequency, MHz 
(a) White window and color bars o n  FM system. IbJ K i tchen  scene, g i r l  slide, and off-the-air p ro -  
gramming o n  FM system. 
Figure 8. - AM-VSB protection rat io as func t ion  of car r ie r  frequency offset. AM-VSB protection ratio = (pSyNC pK AV~AM-VSB/(~AV)FM.  
peak in the protection ratio at -11 megahertz c a r r i e r  offset is caused by the frequency 
corresponding to the white window lying within the AM-VSB receiver passband. The d ip  
in the protection ratio occurs  when the AM passband i s  located between the frequencies 
corresponding to black and white in the FM signal, The high protection ratio f rom zero 
to  10 megahertz is caused by the black, blanking, and sync frequencies being within the 
AM passband, The sk i r t s  of the protection ratio curve outline the IF passband character-  
is t ics  of the AM receiver .  
The dashed curve on figure 8(a) shows the AM-VSB protection ratio determined f o r  
barely perceptible interference with the color bars  on the FM system. Because of the 
presence of the color subcar r ie r  in the color bar test  signal, the FM spectrum for  the 
color b a r s  has significant amplitude components over a grea ter  frequency range than the 
FM spectrum for  the white window signal. The grea ter  frequency spectrum width of the 
FM signal fo r  the color bars  explains the difference in the widths of the sk i r t s  of the two 
curves in figure 8(a). Also, the more uniform density of significant amplitude spectral  
components explains the absence of peaks and valleys in the protection ratio curve f o r  the 
color ba r s .  The interference perceived with color ba r s  on the FM system is a weak image 
of the two o r  three color bars  whose luminance levels produce instantaneous frequencies 
within the passband of the ANI-VSB receiver,  
Figure 8(b) shows the M - V S B  protection ratios determined for  basely perceptible 
interference with the color slides of the kitchen scene and the gir l  transmitted on the FRI 
system. The frequency spectrums of the FM signals for  these two subjects a r e  s imilar ,  
Both have an apwrent  continuum of spectral components with significant arnplitiide c o n -  
ponents occupying a bandwidth of less  than 18 megahertz. The two protection ratio curves 
a r e  nearly identical and the widths of the skir ts  a r e  narrower than the f i r s t  two curves 
discussed because of the narrower spectrums. 
Figure 8(b) also shows the AM-VSB protection ratio determined with off-the-air pro- 
gramming on the interfering FM system. Well defined interference levels a r e  not as ap- 
parent for  this test  condition a s  for  the other test signals, For  a given carr ier  frequency 
offset and fixed RAM/F1VI, the interference is considered either perceptible o r  impercep- 
tible, depending on the scene being broadcast. Also, because of movement in the inter- 
ference patterns, the viewer cannot concentrate on an expected a r e a  of interference as he 
makes his judgment of perceptibility. These factors account for  the lower protection 
ratio determined for off -the-air programming, and f o r  the greater  deviation of data points 
from the smooth curve. 
If the curves on figures 8(a) and (b) a r e  overlayed, and a straight line envelope is 
drawn to enclose the curves, one obtains the plot of the AM-VSB protection ratio versus 
c a r r i e r  frequency offset shown in figure 9,  This shaded band summarizes the results  of 
the experiments with an  FM television signal interfering on an  AM-VSB television signal. 
In the portion of the curve, from approximately -10 to -1.10 megahertz, the protection 
F M  c a r r i e r  f requency m i n u s  AM-VSB car r ie r  
frequency, MHz 
F igure  9. - Protection rat io required fo r  barely per-  
ceptible inter ference in AM-VSB-TV system being 
inter fered o n  by FM-TV system. AM-VSB protection 
ratio = (PSYNC PEAK AV)AM-VSB/(PAV)FM. 
ratios near the upper edge of the shaded band a r e  those required for nomoving pictures 
on the interfering FM system. The protection ratios near the bottom edge of the shaded 
band result from experiments using off-the-air programming a s  the interfering F?LZ signal. 
The spread in the skir ts  of the curve i s  due to the varying spectrum widihs of the signals 
used. 
The AM-VSB protection ratio for no ca r r i e r  offset ranges from 37 to 48 dB a s  a func- 
tion of the video input to the interfering FM transmitter.  To avoid the extremes of being 
either too harsh o r  too lenient for  general programming containing both stil l  and moving 
scenes, the midband value of 43 dB may be used as the nominal value of the AM-VSB pro- 
tection ratio. 
Results for AM-VSB Interfering on FM 
The FM protection ratios determined for  barely perceptible interference a r e  shown 
in figures 10(a) and (b) for four different types of signals transmitted on the FM system. 
Color bars o n  FM system 
- -3 - Off-the-ai r  programming o n  
30 r F M  system 
---+-- Kitchen  scene o n  FM system 
r - -3 - G i r l  slide o n  FM system 
AM-VSB c a r r i e r  frequency m i n u s  FM c a r r i e r  frequency, MHz 
(a )  Color bars and  of f - the-ai r  programming o n  FM system. (b) K i t chen  scene and g i r l  sl ide o n  F M  station. 
F igure  10. - FM protection rat io as func t ion  of c a r r i e r  f requency offset. F M  protection rat io = ( P ~ ~ ) ~ M / ( P ~ ~ ~ ~  PEAK AV)AM-VSB 
In these cases the test condition is a narrower band AM-VSB signal interfering on the 
wideband FM signal. The video ca r r i e r  of the AM- VSB signal is the main source of inter- 
ference. If the AM-VSB carr ier  is displaced 10 megahertz from the unmodulated FM 
carr ier ,  the rPNl interference will occur in those portions of the FM picture that have lu- 
minance levels corresponding to  a 10 megahertz deviation from the unmodulated carr ier .  
Thus, the general effect of the AM signal is to cause interference near a particular lumin- 
ance level. 
The FDI protection ratio determined with the color bar  test signal a s  the FDA signal is  
shown in figure 10(a). The protection ratio i s  approximately 25 dB over a 12 megahertz 
range, the frequency deviation corresponding to the white to black signal range. 
The FM protection ratio determined with off-the-air programming transmitted over 
the FM system is also shown in figure 10(a). In this case, a s  in the FM interfering on 
AJ.4 case with off -the-air programming on both systems, the levels of barely perceptible 
interference a r e  not well-defined. If the F'M signal contains no luminance levels corre-  
sponding to the frequency of the AIM video ca r r i e r ,  the interference is imperceptible for  
a given value of RFM,m. However, if the FM transmitted scene changesand then con- 
tains that luminance level, the interference becomes perceptible. Also, with changing 
scenes and motion present, the viewer cannot concentrate on particular a reas  where the 
interference might be expected, a s  in the stil l  scenes. These factors tend to reduce the 
FM protection ratio determined for  off-the-air programming transmitted on both sys tems. 
Figure 10(b) shows the FM protection ratio for the kitchen scene and the g i r l  test 
slide. For  the kitchen scene, the peak in the curve a t  -4 megahertz and the peak on the 
ski r t  near -9  megahertz have an approximate frequency separation of 4 . 5  megahertz, the 
difference between the video and audio car r iers .  These two peaks a r e  due to the AM-VSB 
video and audio car r iers  causing interference in a portion of the FM transmitted picture 
where the interference i s  easily perceived. 
Overlaying curves of figures 10(a) and (b), and drawing a straight line envelope to 
enclose the curves produces the plot of the FM protection ratio against car r ier  frequency 
offset shown in figure 11. The protection ratios for stil l  scenes lie near the upper edge 
of the shaded band, while the lower edge of the band generally corresponds to the protec- 
tion ratio for  off -the-air programming. The midband value of 21 dB may be used a s  the 
nominal value of the F'M protection ratio required for zero car r ier  frequency offset. 
AM-VSB c a r r i e r  f requency m i n u s  FM c a r r i e r  
frequency, MHz 
Figure 11. - Protection rat io required for  barely perceptible 
in te r fe rence  in a n  FM TV system being in te r fe red  o n  by 
AM-VSB TV system. FM protection ratio = 
( P A ~ ) F M / ! P ~ ~ ~ ~  PEAK AV)~~~.,,;SB. 
Accuracy and Sources of Er ro rs  
The protection ratio curves presented a r e  subject to small  inaccuracies due to e r r o r s  
in determining (1) the protection ratios R 
~ / F M  and R P M / ~  afid (2) the ca r r i e r  fre-  
quency offset. Each of these sources of possible e r r o r  will be discussed. 
E r r o r s  in and RFMIAM can occur during the setting of the reference con- 
dition of equal FM average power and AM sync peakaverage power. The two spectrum 
peaks displayed can be set equal to within approximately kO. 5 dB, because of the obser- 
ver 's limited resolution of equality. Additional e r r o r  occurs because the average AM car- 
r i e r  power, as read off the spectrum analyzer, varies as a function of picture content. 
The procedure used assumes a value of 5 dB for the ratio of AM sync peak average power 
to  AM power a s  read off the spectrum analyzer. In actual operation with off-the-air pro- 
gramming the ratio of AM sync peak average power to AM average power l ies  in the range 
5. O d .  75 dB, about 70 percent of the time. Thus, this source contributes an  e r r o r  of 
k0.-75 dB to  the determination of equality of the two signals at the reference condition. 
The spectrum analyzer used produces a variation in its display of approximately 
&0.25 dB over a 30 megahertz display range, for  constant input power. At the reference 
conditions the two ca r r i e r s  a r e  separated by about 0 . 5  megahertz, which makes the spec- 
trum analyzer response virturally identical a t  the two frequencies. Therefore, the spec- 
trum analyzer contributes no e r r o r  to the values of RAM/FM and R ~ ~ / ~ ~ .  
Sirice the equal power reference condition is established with a 0.  5 megahertz offset, 
any variation in the mixer o r  coupler gain characteristic a s  a function of frequency affects 
the power ratios R N / F M  and RFM/AM. E r r o r s  of k0.2 5 dB and -to dB a r e  attributed 
to the nonuniform gain of the mixers and couplers for RAM/FM and RFMIAM, respec- 
tively. In addition, the input impedance of the VHF television tuner varies with frequency. 
This affects the power coupled into the tuner and contributes an e r r o r  of *0.5 dB in deter- 
mining the equal power reference condition for the case of FM interfering on AM. 
Attenuator A (0 to 9 dB in 1 dB steps), has a specified accuracy of L ~ O .  4 dB. Atten- 
uator B (0 to 60 dB in 10 dB steps), i s  specified a s  k2.O dB. E r r o r s  in the indicated 
values of these attenuators a r e  e r r o r s  in RANI/FM and R ~ / ~ ~ .  
The numerical values of e r r o r s  in RAM/FM and R ~ ~ / ~  due to the sources listed 
above a r e  summarized by (1) and (2) in table I. 
E r r o r s  in determining the frequency offset of the two carr iers  also affect the accur- 
acy of the results,  The e r r o r  due to reading the frequency offset from the spectrum anal- 
yzer is estimated to be kO. 5 megahertz. This estimate combines both the nonlinearity 
and the readibility of the display. The uncertainty in the viewer's judgment of interfer- 
ence a s  being barely perceptible further contributes a frequency uncertainty of k0.4 mega- 
hertz. The numerical e r r o r s  in determining the frequency offset a r e  summarized by (3) 
in table I. 
TABLE I. - ERRORS IN THE MEASURED PARAMETERS 
Effects of Var iat ions in Test Condit ions 
The experiments were performed under a s e t  of test conditions that have already 
been described. To increase the usefulness of the results,  consider variations in the test 
conditions. 
FM transmission interfering on AM-VSB reception. - The FM interfering on AM-VSB 
experiment was performed using a modulation index of two. Increasing the modulation 
index would disperse the FM spectrum over a greater bandwidth and interference would 
occur over a greater  range of car r ier  frequency offsets. However, the value of the AM- 
VSB protection ratio f o r  car r ier  frequency offsets near zero would not change. The inter- 
ference produced is a t  a frequency equal to the frequency difference between the instan- 
taneous FM car r i e r  and the AM-VSB carr ier ,  and the amplitude is proportional to  the 
signal strength of the interfering signal. When the interfering FM signal is within the AM- 
VSB receiver passband, the full FM signal strength produces interference, independent 
of the modulation index. Thus, increasing the modulation index will not change the values 
of the AM-VSB protection ratio near zero car r ier  offset. Decreasing the modulation index 
will also produce similar  values of the AM-VSB protection ratio except that the interfer- 
ence will occur over a narrower frequency range. 
The unweighted signal-to-noise ratio at the AM- VSB receiver output was approximate- 
ly 43 dB. In all the tests  performed, the largest measured value of the AM-VSB protec- 
tion ratio was  48 dB. As the signal-to-noise ratio of the desired signal is decreased, a 
given level of interference present at the receiver output will become l e s s  perceptible 
because the increased noise masks out the interference. The 5 dB difference between the 
AM-VSB protection ratio and the AM signal-to-noise ratio wi l l  remain constant f o r  signal- 
to-noise ratios less  than 43 dB. At higher signal-to-noise ratios, the AM protection ratio 
will approach the value of the AM signal-to-noise ratio because of the viewers' difficulty 
in perceiving the effects of the interference. The 43 dB signal-to-noise ratio used for  
these tests ,  however, i s  sufficiently close to the upper limits on the quality of picture 
sources that the difference of 5 dB between the AM-VSB protection ratio and the AM 
signal-to-noise ratio will be valid over the entire range of expected signal-to-noise ratios. 
The FIV% interfering on A.F.4- VSB experiment was performed with the horizontal line 
syncs of the two systems locked together. This resulted in a, stationary interference pat- 
t e rn  that i s  easily perceived, E the line syncs a r e  a t  different f requencies ,  the interfer- 
ence rol ls  through the wanted picture,  At some f remencies ,  the ro l l  is rapid and the 
interference looks somewhat like random noise interference, while at other frequencies , 
an annoying flicker i s  produced. Prelianinary experiments show that the M - V S B  protec- 
tion rat io  f o r  barely perceptible interference may be reduced 8 to 10 dB by judiciously 
choosing the difference in horizontal line frequencies. 
F o r  the interfering FM signal used in the t e s t s ,  the frequency corresponding to white 
was above the unmodulated c a r r i e r ,  and that frequency corresponding to  the sync peak 
level was below the unmodulated c a r r i e r .  Lf the FM spectrum were inverted, there would 
be little change r zero c a r r i e r  frequency 
offset would r e  ins ignif icant , changes 
in the sk i r t  characteristics of the protection rat io  curves. 
The interfering FNI t ransmit ter  was operated without pre-emphasis . Using pre-  
emphasis would decrease the width of the FM spectrum. No appreciable change would 
occur in the AM-VSB protection ratio other than the overall  widths of the curves in fig- 
u re s  8 and 9 would be somewhat narrower.  
AM- VSB transmission interfering on FM reception. - Consider changes in the tes t  
conditidns for  a n  AN6 -VSB signal interfering on an FNI. television signal. Changing the 
modulation index will vary the width of the FNI. spectrum and the width of the I F  f i l ters  in 
the F~ receiver .  The FiU receiver  must always have an I F  bandwidth of at least 4 .2  
megahertz regardless  of the modulation index. Thus, both the signal and the inter- 
fer ing AM signal a r e  passed without attenuation for ca r r i e r  frequency offsets near zero. 
If we consider the desired FM c a r r i e r  to be a sine wave and the interfering M - V S B  sig- 
nal to be another sine wave of l e s se r  amplitude, the interfering signal causes a constant 
r m s  phase e r r o r  in the zero-crossings of the wanted signal,  independent of the modulation 
index, since both signals a r e  transmitted unattenuated through the rece iver  I F  f i l t e rs .  
F o r  a higher modulation index, a given phase e r r o r  i s  a sma l l e r  proportion of the total 
signal than for  a lower modulation index. Thus, a t  higher modulation indices a n  FiU sys-  
tem would be able to tolerate a grea te r  absolute phase e r r o r ,  that i s ,  a lower FM protec- 
tion rat io ,  for  barely perceptible interference. 
The output signal-to-noise rat io  of the FM system during the AM interfering 011 FM 
tes t s  was 44 dB. In an FM television system with a modulation index of two, there i s  an 
FM improvement factor of 22 dB. Thus, the IF carrier-to-noise rat io  in the FM receiver 
was approximately 22 dB. The highest measured value of the FM protection rat io  for  
barely perceptible interference was 26 dB. This indicates that an  interference power level 
4 dB below the random noise level could cause perceptible interference, f o r  the FM se-  
ceiver operating above threshold. The masking effect of the random noise will tend to 
preserve this  difference as the outprrt signal-to-noise ratio is changed. For ;a modulation 
index of two, the difference of 4 dB between the IF a r r i e r - t o - n o i s e  ratio and the mW pro- 
tection rat io  i s  considered valid over the ent i re  range of expected signal-to-noise rat ios .  
The effect of unlocking the syncs is s k i l i a r  to that for  the m - V S B  experiments.  
With unlocked syncs,  the interfering signal will roll  through and appear somewhat like 
ralldom noise. A reduction of 5 to 10 dB in the a?wr protection ratio for  barely perceptible 
interference would resul t  f rom the proper choice of the sync frequency of the interfering 
m - V S B  signal. 
If the FM spectrum were to be inverted there  would be no substantial change in the 
%;'NI protection rat io .  Near  zero ca r r i e r  frequency offset, the FNl protection rat io  would 
remain the s a m e ,  however, there may be small  changes in the skir t  character is t ics  of 
the protection ratio curves.  
The major  effect of operating the F'M system with pre-emphasis and de-emphasis 
would be to  decrease the widths of the FM protection ratio curves in figures 10 and 11. 
Applications of Frequency Shar ing  
The experimentally determined FM and AM-VSB protection ratios a r e  used to evalu- 
a t e  the possibilities fo r  frequency sharing between FM and AM-VSB television t ransmis-  
s ion systems.  Appendix B of this report considers the case of a geostationary satel l i te  
transmitting a n  FM television signal to a t e r r e s t r i a l  receiver  located near  a n  AM-VSB 
television t ransmit ter  where both t ransmit ters  a r e  operating at the same  frequencies.  
From the geometrical configuration of the two transmission sys tems,  and using the direc-  
tional character is t ics  of the receiving antennas, signal coverage patterns a r e  calculated 
showing the mutual interference between the two transmission systems.  Examples a r e  
given to indicate the possibilities fo r  sharing in each of three frequency bands, UHF, 
S-band, and X-band. The S-band example is indicative of sharing between satel l i te  t rans-  
mitted signals and the existing instructional television stations in the band 2500 to 2690 
megahertz.  The UHF example i s  calculated fo r  the top of the existing UHF-TV band, 
890 megahertz.  At X-band there a r e  presently no t e r r e s t r i a l  t ransmit ters  in the United 
States using the BM-VSB television format ,  but the example i s  included to indicate the 
degree of sharing possible at  these frequencies. 
The detailed conclusions drawn from the examples given a r e  listed in appendix B. 
From the specific examples considered, the following generalizations may be made. 
(I) The FM signal can be received interference f r ee  over most of i t s  target  a r e a ,  
except that there a r e  a r e a s  of interference in the immediate vicinity of AM-VSB t rans-  
rnitters.  
(2) The m - V S B  signal can be received interference f r ee  over i ts  principal coverage 
a rea ,  but a t  points near the radio horizon of the AM transmitter the F M  signal produces 
interference. 
(3) There may be a r e a s  where neither signal can be received satisfactorily. 
The sizes and shapes of the a r e a s  of mutual interference a r e  determined by the degree of 
cooperation between the two services and by the characteristics of the receiving antennas 
used for each system. 
These results do not produce a definite yes o r  no to the possibility of frequency shar-  
ing. The examples considered assume cooperation between the two systems in establish- 
ing transmitter powers and selecting receiving,antennas. The coverage patterns a r e  cal- 
culated on the basis of the perceptibility of the interference, without attempting to evalu- 
a te  the viewers' judgment of the tolerability of the interference. Furthermore, no attempt 
was made to a s sess  the significance of the loss of coverage in particular portions of the 
viewing area .  Thus, the final decision on a particular proposal to frequency share  be- 
tween FM and AM-VSB television systems will depend upon the amount of cooperation be- 
tween the two services, the tolerable interference levels, and the significance of loss of 
coverage in the viewing a reas .  
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Laboratory tests  of an FM television signal and an AM-VSB television signal occupy- 
ing the same frequency range produce the following results.  
1. For  barely perceptible visual interference on an AM-VSB television channel, the 
average power of the interfering FM signal must be from 37 to 48 dB below the sync peak 
average power of the AM-VSB signal, both measured at the AM-VSB receiver input. 
2. For barely perceptible visual interference on an FM television signal, the sync 
peak average power of the interfering AM-VSB signal must be from 16 to 26 dB below the 
average power level of the FM signal, both measured a t  the FM receiver input. 
The spread in values of the protection ratios given in (1) and (2) i s  due to the varying pic- 
ture  content on the two transmission systems. The h g h e r  protection ratios a r e  required 
for  stationary scenes on the FM system. The lower protection ratios resulted from exper- 
iments using off-the-air programming on the FM system. 
The protection ratios given in (1) and (2) a r e  applicable when the frequency difference 
between the unrnodulated FM car r i e r  and the ANI-VSB ca r r i e r  is approximately 6 mega- 
hertz o r  less.  For greater  ca r r i e r  frequency separations, the protection ratios a r e  
lower. The results given a r e  based on experiments using 18-megahertz frequency devia- 
tion of the FM car r i e r ,  from white to sync peak. This corresponds to a modulation index 
of 2.0. During the tests ,  the wanted signal had an unweighted signal-to-noise ratio of 
approximately 43 dl3 with no interfering signal present. 
Applying the experimentally determined protection ratios to the case of a synchronous 
satellite transmitting an FM television signal to a terrestr ial  receiver in the vicinity of an 
AM-VSB television transmitter,  produces the following principal results,  for both trans- 
mitters operating in the same frequency range. 
(I) The FM signal can be received interference f ree  over most of its target area  
except that there a r e  areas  of interference in the immediate vicinity of AM-VSB trans- 
mitters. 
(2) The AM-VSB signal can be received interference free over its principal coverage 
area ,  but a t  points near the radio horizon of the AM transmitter the FM signal produces 
interference. 
(3) There may be areas  where neither signal can be received satisfactorily. 
The sizes and shapes of the areas  of mutual interference a r e  determined by the degree of 
cooperation between the two services and by the characteristics of the receiving antennas 
used for  each system. 
Based on the results of the laboratory tests and on the analysis of the signal coverage 
areas  for  the specific examples considered, the feasibility of frequency sharing between 
AM-VSB and FM television transmission systems can neither be proven nor disproven in 
general. Each particular case must be judged on its own merits.  The amount of user 
cooperation, the interference level that will be tolerated, and the significance of holes in 
either coverage pattern a r e  al l  factors that influence the final decision in considering any 
proposal of frequency sharing between FM and AM-VSB television systems. 
Lewis Research Center, 
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Cleveland, Ohio, May 13, 1970, 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPERIMENMAL PROCEDURES FOR D U E R M I N I N G  
FM AND AM-VSB PROTECTION RATIOS 
This appendix presents the specific experimental procedures used to evaluate the 
mutual interfering effects of F M  and AM-VSB television transmission systems. These 
detailed instructions a r e  presented to allow critical evaluation of the results  obtained and 
to allow other experimenters to duplicate the tests.  The steps listed for  each experi- 
ment a r e  the exact instructions used to conduct repetitions of the experiments. 
FM Transmission Interfering on AM -VSB Reception 
The block diagram of the experiment for  determining the interference caused by the 
FM signal is shown in figure 1. The laboratory equipment interconnect diagram is  shown 
in figure 4. All laboratory equipment used is standard, commercially available, test  
equipment. 
The procedures and test  conditions used a r e  listed in the following sequence. 
(1) Interconnect equipment as shown in figure 4. 
(2) Set up the FM transmitter.  
(a) Set the video input to the transmitter to be one volt from the white level to 
the sync peak level. 
(b) Operate the transmitter without video pre-emphasis. 
(c) Calibrate the frequency display of the spectrum analyzer to 3 megahertz per 
centimeter using channel 3 to channel 5 spacing of 16 megahertz. 
(d) Set the frequency deviation of the transmitter to be 18 megahertz from white 
to sync peak. 
(3) Set up the AM-VSB receiver, with the FM interfering signal turned off. 
(a) Tune to channel 3,  adjust antenna rotor for  best picture, and fine tune. 
(b) Attenuate the antenna signal to approximately -40 dBm average carr ier  
power level at the tuner input, using the spectrum analyzer to read the average 
power level. 
(c) Fine tune and adjust the tuner output to 1 volt, peak to peak. 
(d) Adjust the TV monitor brightness, contrast, and tint with laboratory over- 
head lights turned off. 
(e) Set the monitor to internal synchronization. 
(4) Add intederence, 
(a) Tune the local oscillator to 2 .3% gigahertz and drive the mixer with +2 dBm 
local oscillator power, This choice of local osci lhtor  frequency inverts the 
spectrum appearing at 60 megahertz 2nd places the frequency corsesporrding Po the 
sync peak below that corresponding to the white level, 
(b) Lock the line sync frequency of the Fiv2 transmitter to the sync of channel 3 ,  
for laboratory generated Fn/l, video input signals. Adjust the sync phase so  that the 
FM sync leads the ANP-VSB sync by about 1 2  microseconds. This makes the blarnk- 
ing that occurs during the FM sync peak visible in the received All%-VSB picture and 
represents a worst-case interference condition. For off -the-air video into the PNb 
transmitter,  the FM sync is locked to the channel being used. 
(5) Set up reference levels. 
(a) With ATTA = 5 dB and ATTB = 0 dB, adjust ATTC so  that the unmodulated 
FM carr ier  has an amplitude equal to the ANI-VSB carr ier  as viewed on the spec- 
t rum analyzer, when the car r ier  frequencies a r e  separated by about 0.5 megahertz. 
(b) Set ATTA = 0 dB; ATTB = 0 dB; but do not change ATTC. 
These attenuator settings comprise the reference condition for  the measurements that 
follow. At the listed attenuator settings, the average AlX ca r r i e r  power during the sync 
peak i s  equal to the average FM carr ier  power, The spectrum analyzer display actually 
indicates the FM power to be 5 dB higher than the displayed peak at the AM carr ier  fre-  
quency. This occurs because the power during the AM sync peak i s  5 dB greater  than 
the AlU power averaged over the entire video signal. The ratio of the AM sync peak 
power to the ANI average power varies with picture content, but the value of 5 dB repre- 
sents  an average over a wide range of pictures. In the measurements that follow the 
AM-VSB to FM power ratio i s  given by 
(6) Determine for  barely perceptible interference, as a function of the 
frequency offset of the two ca r r i e r s .  
(a) For  RAM/FM = 0 dB, vary the local oscillator frequency until there is 
barely prcept ib le  interference visible in the AM-VSB video output. 
(b) At each frequency where the interference is barely perceptible, determine 
the frequency offset between the unmodulated FM carr ier  and the PbM earr ier .  Use 
the calibrated frequency display of the spectrum analyzer to determine the frequency 
offset. 
(c) Repeat for  increasing values of R m/m until no interference can be per- 
ceived at any carrier  frequency offset. 
At the completion of step (6c) sufficient data has been taken to plot the power ratio 
R ~ / m  versus carrier  frequency offset for barely perceptible interference, fer  the 
particular video signal used a s  the input to the FNI transmitter. Repetitions of the exper- 
iment using video inputs of electronically gene rated test signals , 3 5-millimeter color 
test slides, and off-the-air programming, produce a ser ies  of power ratio curves repre- 
sentative of the range of potential subject matter for the FM broadcasts. 
AM-VSB Transmission Interfering on FM Reception 
Figure 5 shows the block diagram, and figure 6 shows the detailed equipment set  up 
for the experiment. The procedures and test conditions used in the AM interfering on 
FM experiment a r e  listed in the following sequence. 
(1) Interconnect equipment a s  shown in figure 6. 
(2) Set up the FM transmission system. 
(a) Operate the transmitter and the receiver without pre-emphasis and de- 
emphasis, respectively. Use the 30 megahertz bandwidth IF filter in the receiver. 
(b) Tune transmitter to the receiver using the discriminator meter ,  with no 
modulation on the carrier .  
(c) Adjust the video signal source and the transmitter input to one volt from the 
white level to the sync peak level. 
(d) Calibrate the frequency display of the spectrum analyzer to 3 megahertz per 
centimeter using a 1-megahertz crystal- controlled, comb-frequency generator. 
(e) Set the frequency deviation of the transmitter to be 18 megahertz from white 
to sync peak. 
(f) Adjust the FM receiver input power level to -67 dBm, (carrier to noise ratio 
approximately 20 dB). 
(g) Adjust the FM receiver output and the inverting VDA output to one volt from 
white to sync peak. 
(h) Adjust the monitor brightness, contrast, and tint with overhead lights turned 
off. 
( i )  Set the monitor to external sync. 
(3) Set up the AM-VSB signal source. 
(a) Rotate the antenna to the angular position for  channel 8 reception. 
(b) Fine tune the AM-VSB receiver so that the sound subcarrier is 10 dB below 
the main carr ier  a s  viewed on the spectrum analyzer connected to the IF output. 
(4) Add the m - V % B  interference. 
(a) Tune the local oscillator to 2.296 gigahertz and drive the mixer with 5 d%m 
local oscillator power, 
(b) Lock the line sync frequency of the ET.4 tralzsxitter tn the sync nf channel 8 
for  laboratory generated E'NI video input signals. Adjust the sync phase s o  that the 
NvI-VSB sync period is visible as interference in the F'M video output display, (about 
12 psec  lag from FM to AM syncs). 
(5) Set up reference levels. 
(a) With ATTA = 5 dB and ATTB = 0 dB, adjust ATTC s o  that the AM-VSB 
carr ier  appears 10 dB below the unmodulated FM car r i e r ,  as viewed on the spec- 
trum analyzer, with the car r iers  separated by about 0 . 5  megahertz. 
(b) Then with ATTA = 0 dB, ATTB = 0 dB, and ATTC unchanged, the AM-QSB 
average ca r r i e r  power i s  5 dB below the unmodulated FM carr ier  power. This con- 
dition i s  the reference condition where the FM average power is equal to the AM- 
QSB average carr ier  power during the sync peak. Thus, in the measurements that 
follow, the FM to AM-VSB power ratio is given by 
(6) Determine RFM/AM for barely perceptible interference, as a function of the 
frequency offset of the two carr iers .  
(a) In all the following measurements, the judgement of the interference to be 
barely perceptible is made only after nulling out the local oscillator signal a t  the 
FM receiver input. The null is achieved by adjusting the amplitude and phase of the 
portion of the local oscillator signal reinserted after the mixer,  The depth of null 
used is 20 dB below the level that causes perceptible interference due to the un- 
wanted local oscillaotr signal. 
(b) For  RFM/AM = 0 dB, vary the local oscillator frequency while maintaining 
the null until there is barely perceptible interference visible in the FM video output 
display. 
(c) At each frequency where the interference is barely perceptible, determine 
the frequency offset between the AM-VSB ca r r i e r  and the unmodulated FM carr ier .  
Use the calibrated frequency display of the spectrum analyzer to determine the f re-  
quency offset. 
(d) Repeat for  increasing values of RFMIAM until no interference can be per- 
ceived a t  any carr ier  frequency offset. 
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DERIVATION OF TERRESTRIAL COVERAGE PAnERNS FOR 
INTERFERING FM AND AM-VS B TEbEVlS ION SYSTEMS 
The report "Power Ratio of Wanted to Unwanted Signals for Frequency Sharing Be- 
tween FM and AM-QSB Television Transmission Systems" presents the results  of labor- 
atory experiments to determine the criteria for frequency sharing between frequency mod- 
ulated (FM) television signals and amplitude modulated television signals with vestigial 
sidebands (AM-QSB). These experiments determine the relative power ratios at the inputs 
to the FM and AM-QSB receivers, when the interference caused by an unwanted signal is 
just barely perceptible. 
In this appendix, the experimentally determined protection ratios a r e  used to evaluate 
the possibilities for  frequency sharing between a geostationary satellite transmitting FM 
television signals , and a ter res t r ia l  transmitter broadcasting AM - VSB television signals. 
A mathematical model to calculate the earth areas  covered by each transmitter is  derived. 
The model i s  then used to calculate the areas  of mutual interference for transmitter f r e -  
quencies in the UHF, S ,  and X bands. 
Receiving System Model 
In deriving the mathematical model for co- channel operation of the satellite signal 
beamed to an a r e a  in the vicinity of a ground-based station, the following conditions a r e  
considered: 
te r res t r ia l  television system: 
Instructional television 
m - Q S B :  UHF, S, o r  X bands 
Radio horizon -80 kilometers (50 miles) 
Guaranteed coverage radius -40 kilometers (25 miles) 
Beam polarization - linear 
FM satellite television system : 
Instructional television 
FM modulation index - two, bandwidth - 30 megahertz 
Carrier  frequency: UHF, S, or  X band 
Geostationary orbit 
Satellite elemtion 40' (44' N Latitude Target Point) 
Satellite azimuth - 0' longitude relative to the satell i te subpoint. 
Desired coverage a r e a  - ent ire  land a r e a  within the 3' half-power beam-width of the 
satell i te antenna. 
Beam polarization - c i r  cular 
Figure 12. - Synchronous  satell i te elevation angle above te r res t r ia l  
ho r i zon .  
The satell i te elevation angle 6 above the horizon is shown in figure 12 and given in 
equation (B1). At a given latitude a fo r  the t e r r e s t r i a l  viewing a rea :  
8 = tan -1 r s i n a  = t an  -1 s i n a  
R - r cos a, 
- - cos a 
r 
where 
r radius of ear th 
R radius of the satell i te orbit  
a, latitude of the target point for  viewing the satell i te 
8 satell i te antenna pointing angle 
6 elevation angle of satell i te above t e r r e s t r i a l  horizon f rom target  point 
Since the Faraday (polarization) rotation from a synchronous satell i te can be exces- 
sive at the lower frequencies during the peak of the so la r  cycle, c i rcular  polarization of 
the transmitted FM signal is highly desirable,  The circular  polarized F'M format will 
a l so  provide increased isolation between the received FM and the linear polarized AM-VSB 
received signals. The polarization discrimination (C/L disc.  ) between the circular and 
linear polarized antennas is considered to be 3 dB. 
The t e r r e s t r i a l  coverage from the 3' beamwidth satellite will be an  a r e a  as shown in 
figure 13, and in some locations could simultaneously cover the a r e a  of severa l  AM-VSB 
stations as shown, 
Radio hor i zon  of 
Boundary of satell i te 
coverage area, 2800 
by 1970 k m  (1740 bv 
1220 miles) 
Figure 13. - E a r t h  coverage pat tern o f  3" satell i te beam width centered at 44" latitude. 
Cen t ra l l y  located AM 
t ransmi t t i ng  station 7 
Synchronous  
satell i te (south)  
Figure 14. - Model o f  te r res t r ia l  s ignal  coveraae pattern for in ter ference-f ree reception of A M  
te r res t r ia l  and FM satell i te signals. 
The t e r r e s t r i a l  and satell i te systems a r e  considered cooperative in that 
(I) The t e r r e s t r i a l  t ransmit ter  radiated power i s  sufficient to guarantee only barely 
perceptible interference at the limit of i t s  desired coverage radius in the presence of the 
interfering FM signal.  
(2) The rece ivers  in both sys tems use commercially available high-gain parabolic 
ref lector antennas. 
A typical signal coverage pattern for  a centrally located AM transmitting station and 
a southerly located FM synchronous satell i te would be as shown in figure 14. 
The AZM receiving antennas a r e  directed toward the centrally located AM-VSB t rans-  
mitting station. The FM receiving antennas a r e  directed toward the satell i te in the 
southerly direction, at an evaluation angle of 40'. With the receiving antennas properly 
directed so  that the desired signals a r e  in the main beams, maximum cochannel inter- 
ference will occur  near  the 40' sidelobes. Greater  protection from cochannel interfer-  
ence is provided by the 90' wide-angle lobes and the 140' back lobes fo r  both the FM and 
AM receiving sys tems.  
The curve defined by points (A), (B), and (C) of figure 14 shows the maximum t e r r e s -  
t r i a l  coverage radi i  for  interference f r ee  AM reception. Beyond these points, AM signals 
cannot be received without perceptible cochannel interference. The satell i te FM signal 
covers a t e r r e s t r i a l  a r e a  several  t imes  la rger  than the AM radio horizon. Thus, FM 
signals can be received interference f r e e  beyond the radio horizon, but within the horizon 
area ,  can be received interference f r e e  only outside the closed curve connecting points 
A', B', and Cv.  The a r e a  within the Av, Bv, C1 curve and outside the AM coverage curve, 
A, B, C, can receive neither AM nor FM due to  cochannel interference, both FM on AM, 
and AM on F'M, 
Using the laboratory established interference protection ratio required for  no inter- 
ference at the input to a n  AM receiver ,  and the discrimination to unwanted signals resul t -  
ing from the receiving antenna 40' sidelobe and circular-to-linear polarization discrimin- 
ation, the FM/AM field at  the receiver input for  point (A) can be derived. Since maximum 
interference to  the AM receiver  resu l t s  when an  AM receiving antenna is pointed in the 
direction of the satell i te,  and with a required AM coverage radius Ro, point (A) is estab- 
lished on the radius Ro as the reference point. The interfering FM field as measured 
when the AM receiving antenna is normal to  the direction of the satell i te i s  indicated along 
the (B) axis and includes the protection from the wide-angle (90') sidelobe and circular- to-  
l inear polarization discrimination. The radius for barely perceptible interference at point 
(B), with reference to  radius Ro, i s  derived f rom the receiving antenna 90' sidelobe dis- 
crimination as compared to  the antenna discrimination at 40' and point (A). Similarly, 
the interference field and radius a t  which visual interference is perceptible at  (C) is de- 
rived using discrimination of the AM receiving antenna 140' back lobe, s ince the AM re -  
ceiving mtenna i s  directed away f rom the F M  satelli te iraterfering signals. bn a s imi la r  
manner, the FM/AM fieldat  the input to an FM receiver  i s  derived using the laboratory 
established interference protection rat io  required for barely perceptible interference at 
the input to an F M  receiver  and the discrimination character is t ics  of the F M  receiving 
antenna for points A', B', an6 C 1 .  
The coverage radii  within the AM radio horizon to which to  which the Fn/l satell i te 
signal can be received without perceptible interference f rom the AM te r r e s t r i a l  station 
a r e  derived in relation to the field intensities a t  the input to the FM receiver a t  points A', 
B ' ,  and C',  with respect  to the reference field at (A). 
The laboratory determined interference protection ra t ios ,  the receiving antenna dis- 
crimination character is t ics ,  and the resultant derived field intensities a r e  expressed in 
decibels (dB). These units a r e  then converted to power rat ios  fo r  transformation into the 
respective radii .  In deriving the t e r r e s t r i a l  signal coverage pat terns ,  the AM received 
signal strength on the Earth's surface i s  assumed to be inversely proportional t o  the 
square of the distance from the centrally located AM transmit ter  over the principal cov- 
e rage  a r e a  one-half the distance to  the horizon, and inversely proportional to the cube of 
the distance beyond the principal coverage a rea  radius.  
From the above described conditions and assumptions, the equations for  solving the 
radii  a r e  as follows. 
For  FM interference at the input to a n  AM receiver,  the coverage pattern rad i i  for  
the cochannel interference protection required a r e  
At (A) and Ro 
FM 
= - [(cochannel interference protection required) 
(=)field (A) 
- (40' S. L. disc.  + C/L disc. j] (B2) 
At (B) 90' 
(E)field (B) 
= - [(cochannel interference protection required) 
- ( 9 0 ~ S . ~ . d i s c . + ~ / ~ d i s ~ . j l  (R4) 
(R \~  = (40' S. L. disc.  - 90' S .  L. d i sc . )  
(_l"M\ = - Fco-channel interference protection required) 
/field (C) 
- (140' B. L. disc.  + C/L disc.  )I (B6) 
For  AM interference at the input to a n  FM rece iver ,  the coverage pattern radi i  for  the 
R F  interference protection a r e  given by: 
At A' 
= [(cochannel interference protection required) 
- (40' S. L. disc.  + C/L disc.  )I (B8) 
FM 
= [(cochannel interference protection required) 
(=)field B1 
- (90' S. L. disc.  + C/L disc.  )I (B10) 
= [(cochannel interference protection required) 
- (140' B. L.  disc.  + C/L d i s c . 1  (BIZ) 
( = 1 )  - (Z) ] 
field Cf AM field (A) 
In the equations f o r  (R/R,)", n has either the value 2 o r  3 depending on whether R is 
l e s s  than o r  grea te r  than Roe For  R < Ro, the field decreases  a s  1/R2, and f o r  
3 R > Ro the field decreases  as 1/R . 
Coverage Patterns 
In order  to  minimize the cochannel interference between the EM satelli te and ANI- 
VSB received signals,  high-gain, low side lobe, parabolic reflector antennas a r e  consid- 
e r ed  fo r  both the FM and AM receiving systems.  For  the UHF and S-band frequencies,  
the FM receiving antennas a r e  assumed to be 6-foot diameter parabolas, typical of the 
type that might be used fo r  schools o r  institutions. The AM receiving antennas would be 
4-f oot diameter l inear polarized parabolas, equivalent to the requirements for  home r e  - 
ception in  a fr inge a rea .  At X-band, the FM antennas considered a r e  $-foot parabolas 
and the AM antennas a r e  2-foot parabolas. Typical character is t ics  for  these antennas 
a r e  shown in table B. 
TABLE 11. - PARABOLIC ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS 
Results of the LeRC laboratory conducted experiments (fig. 9), indicate that f o r  
barely perceptible visual interference, an interfering FM signal in the pass band of an  
m - V S B  television channel should have a n  average power Eevet of from 35 to 4 8  dB below 
the sync peak average power a t  the input to the AA4 receiver .  An ANI-VSB interfering 
signal (fig. 3.1) should have a sync peak average power level of 16 to 26 dB below the 
average power of the FM signal a t  the F M  receiver input. The nominal values of the 
protection ra t ios ,  taken from the center of the ban& in f igures  9 and 11, a r e  43 dB for  
the AIM-%rSB protection ratio and 21 dB fo r  the FM protection ratio.  
Using the coverage - pattern-radii equations (B2) to (B13), antenna data table 11, and 
the experimentally determined FM and AM-VSB protection rat ios ,  the signal coverage 
patterns can be calculated for  the UHF, S, and X-band frequency ranges. These resul ts  
a r e  shown in figures 15 to 19. 
Figures  16 to  18 show the coverage patterns fo r  AM and FM cochannel operation at 
S-band. 
Protection rat ios  FM 16 dB/AM 37 dB a r e  the lower band-edge rat ios  required fo r  
barely perceptible interference when viewing TV pictures with background clutter and 
motion where interference i s  l e s s  noticeable. Protection rat ios  FM 26 dB/AM 48 dB a r e  
the upper band-edge rat ios  as required when viewing stationary pictures with la rge  uni- 
form a r e a s  of a single color such as classroom programs with large charts  o r  black- 
boards.  
A M  pr inc ipal  
coverage 
area, radius, R,/ 
C 
Synchronous  
satell i te (south)  
Figure 15. - Signal  coverage pat tern at UHF (890 MHz). FM protection ratio, 21 dB; AM-VSS protection 
ratio, 43 dB; t ransmi t te r  location, 44' n o r t h  latitude; FM receiv ing antenna, 6 foot (1.8 rn) diameter, 
c i r c u l a r  polarization; AM-VSB receiv ing antenna, 4 foot (1. 2 m) diameter, l i near  polarization. 
Cent ra l l y  located A M  
t ransmi t te r  station /$\ -, 
Radio hor izon,  
2 R 0 7  
/ 
A M  pr inc ipal  
coverage 
area, radius, 
Receive F M  only,  
I beyond hor i zon  r 
Synchronous  
satell i te ( sou th )  Synchronous  sate l l i te  ( sou th )  
F igure 16. - Signal  coverage pat tern at  S-band (2500 MHz). F M  protection rat io ,  26 dB; A M  F igu re  17. - Signal  Coverage pat tern at  S-band (2500 MHz). F M  protect ion ratio, 21  dB; AM-VSB 
protection rat io ,  48 dB; t ransmi t te r  location. 44' n o r t h  latt i tude; FM receiv ing antenna.  protect ion ratio, 43 dB; t ransmi t te r  location 44" n o r t h  latitude; FM receiv ing antenna,  6 foot 
6 feet (1.8 mi diameter, c i r c u l a r  polarization: AM-VSB receiv ing antenna,  4 feet (1. 2 m) (1.8 m) diameter, c i r c u l a r  polarization; AM-VSS receiv ing antenna,  4 foot (1. 2 m) diameter, 
diameter, l i nea r  polar izat ion.  l i n e a r  polarization. 
Cent ra l l y  located A M  
t ransmi t te r  station,, I 
\ I I Radio hor izon,  
I 
coverage I 
area, radius, R ~ - -  
Svnchronous  
beyond hor i zon  
Synchronous  
satell i te (south)  
satell i te (south)  Figure 19. - Signal  coverage pattern at X-band (12.4 GHz). FM protection ratio, 21 dB; AM-VSB 
protection ratio, 43 d6; t ransmi t te r  location 44" n o r t : ~  latitude; mil receiving antenna,  4 foot 
Figure 18. - S i g n a l  coverage pat tern a t  S-band (2500 MHz). FM protection ratio, (1 .2  m) diameter, c i r c u l a r  polarization, !VA-VSB receiv ing antenna,  2 iee i  (0.6 rn) diameter, 
16 dB; A M  protection ratio, 37 dB; t ransmi t te r  location, 44" n o r t h  latitude; FM lint:ar p l a r i z a t i o n .  
receiv ing antenna, 6 foot (1.8 m) diameter, c i r c u l a r  polarization; AM-VSB 
receiv ing antenna, 4 foot (1.2 rn) diameter, l i near  polarization. 
Figures 15 and 19 show the coverage mt terns  a t  E-band and X-band for the mid- 
band protection - ratios of FM 21 d ~ / m  43 dB. For the X- band condition (fig. 19) the 
discrimination of the AN6-VSB receiving antenna is  greater at 90' off-axis than at 40' 
off-axis. Thus, the .AM coverage exkercends to  R, along the east-west axis of the cover- 
age area ,  and goes beyond Ro in the northerly direction. For  this case only, the roles 
of the AM antenna discriminations for  40' and 90' a r e  interchanged in equations B2, B5, 
and B7. 
The major features of the coverage patterns a r e  
(1) The AM-VSB transmitted signal, by using a sufficiently high power level, can be 
received interference-f ree  over approximately one-third of the a r e a  within the radio hor- 
izon of the AM transmitting station. Of this coverage a rea ,  there i s  complete coverage 
within the principal coverage a rea  Ro a s  assumed. 
(2) The satellite transmitted FM signal can be received interference-free a t  points 
beyond the radio horizon of the AM-VSB transmitter.  
(3) Within the radio-horizon of the AM transmitting station, the satellite FM signals 
can be received for  the given frequency-bands and protection-ratios as follows: 
(4) At UHF frequencies and a t  the higher protection-ratios of S-band, a reas  exist 
within the radio horizon of the AM transmitting station where neither AM nor FM can be 
received without noticeable interference. 
Conclusions 
The signal coverage patterns, plotted for given frequency bands and protection - 
ratios, indicate that cochannel operation of FM and AM satellite/terrestrial television 
systems would not provide complete television coverage to the a r e a  in the vicinity of the 
ground-based t rammit ter  even with cooperative users.  Persons in urban centers,  (where 
te r res t r ia l  transmitters a r e  usually located), would be unable to receive the satellite 
broadcast, while some of the persons in the suburban areas  would be able to  receive 
neither signal without interference from the other. 
Withbl the a r e a  illuminated by a three degree satellite antenna beamwidth, (approx- 
imately 2400 h, (9 500 mi. ) in diarn. j , a number of Mi4 te r res t r ia l  teievlsion trans-  
mit ters  would suffer the interference described. Withinbe satellite coverage a rea  of 
6 2 3 2 4.5.10 lnrYl (1700 sq. mi.  ), there would be several  a reas  of 2.0.10 km (770 sq.  mi. ) , 
each where interference would occur. Because these interference a reas  would most 
likely be near centers of population, the fraction of the population subject to interference 
would be greater  than the ratio of the areas .  
Thus, for  the examples given, FWI and AM-VSB cochannel operation would be per- 
missible only if one were willing to tolerate the resultant holes in both the FM and AM 
coverage a reas .  
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